Owning Our Prayers
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ssuming a mythical place in the holiday liturgy is the U’Netane Tokef,
one of the most majestic prayers recited on Rosh Hashana and Yom Kippur.

As told by Rav Yitzchak of Vienna (1180-1250) in his famous work Ohr Zarua, the
U’Netane Tokef was established by Rav Amnon of Mainz, an 11th century rabbi in the
time of the Crusades. The story accompanying the prayer for over 800 years tells us
how, in his campaign to convert all Jews, the Bishop of Mainz decided to start with
his friend and advisor, Rav Amnon. Trapped in a predicament from which there was
no escape, Rav Amnon asked for three days to meditate upon the request.
The third day arrived and Rav Amnon did not return to the Bishop. The Bishop had
him arrested and brought to the court, where he was expected to accede to the
Bishop’s request. Steeling himself in preparation for the punishment he was sure to
receive, Rav Amnon proposed that his tongue should be cut out for even suggesting
the possibility that he could consider converting. The Bishop replied that it was not
Rav Amnon's tongue that must be punished, but rather his arms and legs which
must be amputated, for it is their fault that Rav Amnon did not return as promised.
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According to the story, Rav Amnon’s mutilated body was returned home a few days
before Rosh Hashana; he requested to be brought to the synagogue and placed
beside the chazan. As the congregation recited the kedusha prayer, Rav Amnon
mustered his last ember of strength and uttered the sacred words of the U’Netane
Tokef — at which point he took his final breath and perished.
Compelling research indicates a different origin for this moving prayer. Although
attributed to Rav Amnon for close to a millennium, new evidence suggests that the
ancient words were most likely written by the great poet Yannai, who lived in Israel
sometime between the fourth and seventh centuries.
Why would the U’Netane Tokef be proactively attributed to Rav Amnon of Mainz by
people who had knowledge of the prayer’s actual author and origin?
I offer for your consideration the following idea. There are occasions in our tradition
when a person identified as the author of a prayer or rabbinic idiom is, in fact, not
its actual composer. Rather, the person is described as the author because he or
she is so closely identified with the prayer and thus embodies the prayer’s message.
One example of this is found in a statement attributed to Shmuel HaKatan in Avot
4:19: “In the downfall of your enemy, do not rejoice.” While this is surely a beautiful
sentiment, it was notably first stated by King Solomon over a thousand years earlier
in Proverbs 24:17. Perhaps it is attributed to Shmuel HaKatan because he personified
continued on page 2



the dictum's ideals through his deeds and actions, as recorded several times in the Talmud.
Similarly, the Chanuka prayer of Al Ha’Nissim finds
Matityahu referred to as a kohen gadol, a High Priest,
though he never officially served in this capacity. Rather,
our tradition attributed this honorific to him because he
modeled the deeds and actions of a High Priest by virtue
of his seminal leadership during the Hasmonean rebellion.
In parallel, Rav Amnon personifies the conduct attributed
to him in the U’Netane Tokef prayer. Remembered with
a name that clearly derives from the word emuna, faith,
Rav Amnon is memorialized in the ancient prayer as a
tribute to the countless Jews who paid the ultimate sac-

Our mission on Yom Kippur, the Torah tells us, is

rifice during the horrific years of the bloody Crusades.

“ועניתם את נפשתיכם,” variably translated as “afflict your

Rav Amnon may not have composed the words of the

soul” or “practice self-denial.” What is the nature of this

U’Netane Tokef, but he most assuredly “established” them

affliction? And, more significantly, what is the goal of this

through his outlook and actions.

self-denial?

Like Rav Amnon of Mainz, Shmuel HaKatan and Matityahu

The Tannaim (Yoma 74b) play with the possibilities.

HaKohen, we too have the opportunity to become

R’ Yishmael turns to the familiar tactic of gezera shava,

the “authors” of the prayers we read and the Torah we

seeking other contexts in Torah which refer to עינוי

study, through internalizing their messages, personifying

experiences. Perhaps our self-denial on Yom Kippur

their ideals, and becoming true representatives of the

should be sexual deprivation, as forsworn in the oath

vision of Judaism that we wish to celebrate.

that Lavan demands of Yaakov when they part ways
at Gal-ed — “If you afflict my daughters or take other

May we merit to inscribe a wondrous path of purposeful-

wives besides my daughters, though no one else be

ness throughout the coming year.

about, remember, God
himself will be witness
between you and me”
(Gen. 31:50). Or perhaps

The Gift of Vulnerability

we

engage

in

hard labor such as that
imposed on the Jewish
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S

should

people in Egypt — “The
Egyptians dealt harshly

haare Zedek hospital’s minyan brings together all

with us and oppressed us;

types of Jews — Ashkenazim and Sephardim, Chas-

they imposed heavy labor

sidim and Mitnagdim. The common denominator —

upon us” (Deut. 26:6).

they or a loved one need the hospital’s care. Babies are
named, the prayer for the sick is long and heartfelt. My

The spiritual challenge of the manna
is not the deprivation and hunger that
precedes the manna, but rather the
sense of dependence and reliance of
the manna itself, the “not on bread
alone” awareness that we are not
self-sustaining.

The Gemara rejects both of those models. This is a com-

father, I observed, seemed to be the healthiest patient

mand from Hashem to the Jewish people. We therefore

in the ICCU and was being well cared for by the excellent

seek a paradigm of God-imposed public affliction, not

and dedicated hospital staff. I had the luxury of a slow

the personal and private denial that may occur between

and contemplative tefilla that morning. A thought-

spouses, nor the misery that nations might impose upon

provoking context for Shabbat Shuva.

one another in the form of slavery.
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Ultimately, R’ Yishmael determines, the affliction of Yom

bed to bed, affirming that patients were medically and

Kippur is modeled after the deprivation that Bnei Yisrael

therefore halakhically obligated to eat on Yom Kippur.

experienced at the hand of God in the desert.

Like the Jewish people in the desert eating the manna,
the patients eating their hospital meals would experi-

שֶר לֹא י ָ ַדעְתּ ָ ו ְלֹא י ָדְעו ּן
ׁ א
ֲ אכִל ְך ָאֶת הַמּ ָן
ֲ ַּ “ו ַיְעַנ ּ ְך ָוַי ַּ ְרעִב ֶך ָוַי
ה ּלֶחֶם לְב ַ ּדוֹ יִחְי ֶה
ַ מעַן הוֹ דִיעֲך ָ ּכ ִי לֹא עַל
ַ ְ אֲבֹתֶיך ָ ל
”:אדָם
ָ ה
ָ אדָם ּכ ִי עַל ּכ ָל מוֹצָא פִי ה’ יִחְי ֶה
ָ ה
ָ

ence a different form of affliction this year. Perhaps they
wouldn’t feel the physical hunger pangs that accompany
fasting, but they would profoundly experience the humbling affliction of confrontation with their own fragility.

“He subjected you to the hardship of hunger
and then gave you manna to eat, which neither

Long before Brene Brown’s popular TED talk, God gave

you nor your fathers had ever known, in order

us the gift of vulnerability in the form of Yom Kippur.

to teach you that man does not live on bread

Brown seems to have discovered the secret of the manna

alone, but that man may live on anything that

and its deep connection to Yom Kippur when she states,

Hashem decrees” (Deut. 8:3).

“If we want greater clarity in our purpose or deeper and
more meaningful spiritual lives, vulnerability is the path.”

Here, indeed, is the source for our definition of עינוי.
Bnei Yisrael suffered from hunger in the desert, and so
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too do we on Yom Kippur.
A subsequent verse, however, paints a more complex
picture.

ָ מעַן עַנֹּתְך
ַ ְ שֶר לֹא י ָדְעו ּן אֲבֹתֶיך ָ ל
ׁ א
ֲ אכִל ְך ָ מָן ּב ַמּ ִ ְד ּב ָר
ֲ ַ ּ“הַמ
ָ”:ח ִריתֶך
ָ
ָ
ֲ א
ַ ְ טב ְך ּב
ִ מעַן נ ַסּ ֹתֶך לְהֵי
ַ ְ וּל
“Who fed you in the wilderness with manna,
which your fathers had never known, in order to
test you by hardships, only to benefit you in the
end” (Deut. 8:16).

Like the Jewish people in the desert

In this verse, the manna

eating the manna, the patients eating

hunger but is itself a

is not the antidote to

their hospital meals would experience

vehicle of affliction. The

a different form of affliction this year.

manna is not the depri-

Perhaps they wouldn’t feel the physical

vation and hunger that

hunger pangs that accompany fasting,

rather the sense of de-

precedes the manna, but

but they would profoundly experience

pendence and reliance of

the humbling affliction of confrontation

on bread alone” aware-

with their own fragility.

The Dual Nature of
Rosh Hashana

spiritual challenge of the
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the manna itself, the “not
ness that we are not

n Hilkhot Teshuva, the Rambam deals mostly with Yom
Kippur, and Rosh Hashana seems to be forgotten
almost completely. On the other hand, the halakhot

of Rosh Hashana — comprised mostly of the laws of

self-sustaining.

shofar — are discussed in three chapters of Hilkhot
Shofar in the Rambam. Here, however, we encounter

In Shaare Zedek on Shabbat Shuva, I understood dif-

something strange: the philosophical reasoning behind

ferently the exemption of the sick from fasting on Yom

shofar is brought by the Rambam in Hilkhot Teshuva and

Kippur. Anticipating resistance, an entourage including

not in Hilkhot Shofar, and the reason given is that the

the chief of cardiology and hospital chaplaincy circulated

shofar is used as a wakeup call for one's soul.
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Why would the Rambam do this? We see that in many

road: a year has passed, we committed certain actions

different places, he explains the philosophical reasoning

and now it is time to weigh them and to pay for them —

for different commandments at the beginning or the end

Hashem is collecting the price of our sins.

of his exposition of the halakha regarding those mitzvot.
Why did he separate here between the halakha and

However, there is a second aspect to the day as well. It

the machshava? The answer to these questions begins

is also a day of chesed and mercy; a day of forgiveness

in the Gemara in Rosh Hashana (18a), which defines

and atonement; the beginning of a process which brings

the ten days of repentance as days "between Rosh

the redemption of man and not his destruction. As part

Hashana and Yom Kippur.” The Rambam uses this for-

of aseret yemei teshuva, we atone for past sins and begin

mulation in his Hilkhot Teshuva as well (2,6), and it is the

anew. How can this description of Rosh Hashana reside

word “between” which I wish to focus on. These aseret

together with the other one?

yemei teshuva occur between Rosh Hashana and Yom
Kippur. Do they include Rosh Hashana and Yom Kippur?

The answer lies in a famous pasuk, brought by

The word “between” seems to imply that they don’t, but

the Gemara to define the ten days of atonement:

that is impossible, because — if so — there aren’t ten

 קראוהו בהיותו קרוב,( דרשו ה' בהמצאוIsaiah 55). Appar-

days but rather seven days! It seems clear that the ten

ently, Hashem is somehow closer to us during this period

days include Rosh Hashana and Yom Kippur and that

of the year, but what creates this reality, and what do we

these dates do not only supply the framework of aseret

really mean by that? The answer is that it is the very fact

yemei teshuva, but also are part and parcel of them.

that Hashem judges us which brings about His accessibility. In the moment where Hashem transforms His role

It is the very fact that Hashem judges

Rosh Hashana, then, is

of transcendental God to a role of king, He takes a step

us which brings about His accessi-

revealed to us in its dual

closer to us. To be sure, Hashem approaches us in order

status. On the one hand,

to render judgment, but the meaning of such an act is

bility. In the moment where Hashem

it is Rosh Hashana, the

unmistakable: there is a closer connection with Hashem

transforms His role of transcendental

day of judgment, the day

during this period in the year.

in which Hashem comes

God to a role of king, He takes a step

down from the heavens

The prophet lets us know that we can use this to

closer to us.

to judge His people, His

our benefit! The very fact that Hashem brings Himself

flock. On the other hand,

closer to us for the purpose of judgment gives birth to a

this day does not mark

golden opportunity to get close to Hashem and ask Him

the end of a process, but rather is the beginning of a new

for mercy rather than judgment. Let us not waste this

process which passes through the ten days of repen-

opportunity!

tance and culminates on Yom Kippur.
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Let us deepen our understanding of these two facets.
The primary facet is that this day is a day of judgment.
Indeed, Rosh Hashana is a frightening day, one where
we are asked to account for what we’ve done. When, in
U’Netane Tokef, we mention the possible ways we might
perish throughout the year, we are not saying empty
words. Let us not delude ourselves: Hashem will be
judging every single person on this day, and there will
be some people in the world — many people — whom
Hashem will decide to write in His book of death, calamity
or torture, chas veshalom. This may be a sad fact which we
would rather ignore — but it is a fact, nonetheless. From
this point of view, Rosh Hashana is, indeed, the end of the
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stock of the life that has passed him by. He goes up to
the attic and to his shock, discovers his own disfigured,
ugly portrait, malformed and ruined by years of his own
misbehavior. He decides to put an end to it all and rips
the picture apart. The following morning the police find
him dead, lying next to a stunning yet tattered picture of
him as a youth.
This book raises many
themes. One of them considers our relationship with
our soul. Initially, Dorian
Gray hangs his portrait
within reach and yet, as it
slowly becomes marred

Soul-Searching

as a result of his own bad
conduct, he banishes the
portrait from his sight and

DAVIN A WA NDE R E R - K R IE L
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his conscience. Retaining
this bewitched piece of fur-

f I were to ask you to indicate where on your body you

Our soul constantly talks to us,
encouraging us to check our deeds,
to stay on the right track and if
necessary to do teshuva , because
this is the language of the soul, the
trajectory to which it remains loyal
throughout its temporary sojourn in
our finite world.

niture could have benefits

could find your soul, your “neshama,” where would you

for most of us — a barometer, a ‘sin-ometer,’ graphically

point to? Perhaps your heart? Your head? All over? Per-

testifying to all our bad deeds. Surely this would act to

haps you feel it’s not at all located in your body? Maybe

prevent us from sinning. To some extent, this image

you’re not sure whether you even have a neshama?

echoes the work of our soul. We go about our lives maintaining a façade. We know how to smile and say the right

As I understand it, the  עשרת ימי תשובהare an opportu-

things. Only our soul knows the truth of what is really

nity, an invitation, for all of us, wherever we are in life, to

going on inside, where our ugly scars and our weak-

reconnect with that unknown, somewhat obscure part of

nesses lie. However, our soul, which does indeed reflect

ourselves, our  נשמה. In order to understand this better,

our good deeds as well as our wrongdoings, does not just

I would like to consider two very different texts — the

mirror or freeze a bad situation, as does the portrait in

well-known novel ‘The Picture of Dorian Gray’ by Oscar

the book; it is more dynamic than that.

Wilde and the essay ' 'על גבול שני עולמותby R’ Hillel Zeitlin
(early 20th century Yiddish and Hebrew writer).

In a beautiful passage, R’ Hillel Zeitlin explains the workings of our נשמה:

Wilde’s raucous, disturbing novel was hugely controversial in Victorian England when it came out in 1891.

“There is not a day that passes without the

It presented the life of Dorian Gray, a narcissistic figure

neshama expressing itself…the echo of a heav-

who, in a moment of weakness, sells his soul to the Devil.

enly voice declaring daily: ‘Return, wayward

He is the muse for the painting of his own portrait and

children’…the echo of the soul itself. Daughter

upon its conclusion, he is so enamored with how young

of the King, true to her pure nature, unable to

and charming he looks, he wishes that he would never

bear the ugliness of real life…expresses the kind

grow old and lose his beauty. The Devil grants his wishes

of longing that tears the heart, the yearning that

and enables him to continue his immoral conduct and

won’t let a person rest day or night….What it is

debauched lifestyle without aging. Throughout, his life-

seeking so urgently? Not something that has a

size portrait, which is eventually hidden away in the

beginning and an end…but something that has

attic, slowly becomes disfigured — battered, scarred and

no beginning or end, that is beyond all physical

damaged with every depraved act he performs. Years on,

boundaries…”

Gray becomes tired by his behavior and begins to take
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Two important points emerge here. Firstly, our soul hails

Wishing you all a כתיבה וחתימה טובה, and the chance

from a Divine, heavenly sphere where it is nourished on

to reconnect to the voice in your soul that is calling you

spiritual achievements. When it is implanted in a human
physical

The problem is that the average
person doesn’t always hear — or allow
herself to hear — the neshama’s voice
calling to her to do teshuva .

body

with much love to aim higher, to become focused and

accord-

engaged with all that is good and holy.

ing to Zeitlin, it feels out
of place and yearns to
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return to its home, its
source. And thus our
soul constantly talks to
us, encouraging us to
check our deeds, to stay

on the right track and if necessary to do teshuva, because
this is the language of the soul, the trajectory to which
it remains loyal throughout its temporary sojourn in our
finite world. Our soul provides us with a horizon, with
the opportunity to look long beyond our limited reality,
towards something greater, more spiritually rewarding.
The problem is that the average person doesn’t always
hear — or allow herself to hear — the neshama’s voice

Yom Kippur: The Drama
of the High Priest

calling to her to do teshuva. She is comfortable, even
happy where she is; sinning has advantages and thus
she finds excuses to play mute to the voice. Yet Zeitlin,
himself a חוזר בתשובה, was inherently optimistic about
human nature. He was convinced that eventually, inev-

R AV A L E X ISR A E L

itably, ultimately, man will hear the neshama and move

alternative, external expressions describing our soul

O

calling us from within.

the people (Yom Kippur Musaf Prayer Service):

onwards, upwards, allowing the soul to return to its holy,
Divine source. What we perceive to be ‘societal moral
norms’ or ‘the voice of conscience’ were for Zeitlin just

שׁי
ֵ ק ְד
ָ מבֵּית
ִ ֹ ּב ְצֵאתו.ה ָדּר הָי ָה ֹּכהֵן ג ָּדוֹל
ְ ֶ ּ אמֶת מַה נ
ֱ “
”.שׁלוֹם ּב ְל ִי פֶג ַע
ָ ְ שׁים ּב
ִ ה ָּק ָד
ַ

wipe the slate clean, to make good — on a daily basis
in our prayers and also for the duration of the yamim

“ Truly how splendid was the High Priest, as he

norai'm, where we are invited to take stock of our achieve-

Unlike the picture of Dorian Gray
which continued to become disfigured over the course of many
years, our neshama enables us to
wipe the slate clean and start
afresh time after time.

and

sing of the shining face of the kohen gadol, the High

Priest, as he leaves the Holy of Holies after atoning for

Further, as Zeitlin reminds us, we have many chances to

ments

n Yom Kippur, at the climax of the avoda (the description of the Temple service on Yom Kippur), we

came out of the Holy of Holies… Like the heav-

failures

enly canopy stretched out over the angels; Like

and are given another

the lightning flashes from the radiance of the

chance to reboot. Unlike

heavenly beings.”

the picture of Dorian
Gray which continued to

But did the High Priest’s face indeed shine so radiantly?

become disfigured over

We have no such record of the High Priest’s face. Instead,

the course of many years,

we are reminded of a different man whose face shone

our neshama enables us

— Moshe Rabbeinu! Moshe descended Har Sinai on Yom

to wipe the slate clean

Kippur with the second luchot, and with a message of

and start afresh time

Divine forgiveness :

after time.

“When Moshe came down from Mount Sinai
with the two tablets of the covenant law in
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(Ex. 34:3). Similarly, “No one is to be in the tent of meeting
from the time Aaron goes in to make atonement in the
Most Holy Place” (Lev.16:17). The encounter with God in
this holy place transpires face-to face, only the national
representative and God.
The High Priest discards his golden garb before entering the Holy of Holies. Why? As the Talmud explains: “The
prosecutor cannot act as the defense attorney.” What
does this mean? The golden garb is reminiscent of the
sin of the Golden Calf; the High Priest enters without any
gold upon him.
The main focus of Yom
his hands, he was not aware that his face was

Kippur is the High Priest

radiant” (Ex. 34:17).

entering the “virtual” summit
of Mount Sinai; re-enact-

Is there a link between the High Priest and Moshe? I

ing Moses' encounter with

would like to suggest that on Yom Kippur, when the High

God upon Mt. Sinai, on Yom

Priest enters the Temple's inner chamber — the kodesh

Kippur, as he received the

kodashim — he simulates Moshe’s ascent to Har Sinai.

second set of Tablets, a sign
of the repair of the God-

On motzaei Yom Kippur we build
our sukka, which can also be seen
as a representation of the mishkan,
of God’s presence amongst us and
his protection of us. We renew our
relationship with God and we build a

This manifests itself in several ways. Firstly, the mishkan,

Israel

or the Temple, is a reflection, a virtual imprint of Har

Divine forgiveness for the

Sinai (see Ramban Ex. 25:1; Num. 1:1). The courtyard of the

sin of the Golden Calf. The

mishkan, where the altar stands, is parallel to the foot of

debacle of the Golden Calf

Mount Sinai where an altar of the covenant is built as well.

was Israel's greatest sin at the time, an abrogation of the

There, all Israel, after they are purified, may stand and

covenant. In response, the symbol of the covenant — the

encounter God. The inner structure, the mishkan itself,

tablets of the covenant — had been smashed. But now,

is restricted to non-priests just like the mountain which

some time afterwards, God forgives. He invites Moses to

was cordoned off (Ex. 22,24). Finally, the kodesh kodashim

ascend the mountain a second time, and to craft, together

symbolizes the mountain-top. This is the location with-

with Him, a second set of tablets just like the first (Ex. 34:1-2).

relationship,

and

home where we can associate with
the shekhina .

in the mishkan where Moshe speaks to God (Ex. 25:22),
and the place in which the Law was transmitted. In the

Moses received a tangible symbol of the rehabilitation and

First Temple, the kodesh kodashim contains those same

renewal of the relationship — the second luchot. In the

Tablets of Stone — the Law. On Yom Kippur, the High

Temple, the High Priest does not receive anything material,

Priest must enter the inner chamber enveloped in a

but on the anniversary of God’s exoneration of Israel, not-

cloud of incense (Lev. 16:2) much like the peak of Mount

withstanding their great betrayal, the High Priest emerges

Sinai was covered by a cloud, an embodiment of God's

with God's blessing, God's covenant of forgiveness. The

presence (Ex. 19:9, 16). The High Priest enters the inner

High Priest's face shines because he is a reflection of

sanctum annually, recreating Moses’ ascent to the zenith

Moshe Rabbeinu after he achieved Divine forgiveness for

of Sinai, in an encounter the Divine.

the nation after chet ha’egel.

Furthermore, the High Priest is fasting on Yom Kippur,

As we leave the holy day of Yom Kippur, halakha advises

just as Moshe “did not eat bread, nor did he drink water”

us to move directly to the next mitzva: the building of

(Ex. 34:28). Moshe was instructed to ascend alone, when

the sukka. How poignant! Chazal say that the day after

he was invited to receive the second tablets: “No one is

Yom Kippur, Israel began to build the mishkan. On motzaei

to come with you or be seen anywhere on the mountain”

Yom Kippur we build our sukka, which can also be seen
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as a representation of the mishkan, of God’s presence
amongst us and his protection of us. We renew our
relationship with God and we build a home where we can
associate with the shekhina.
Rav Alex Israel teaches Tanakh
and Jewish Thought at Midreshet
Lindenbaum, as well as at Yeshivat
Eretz Hatzvi and Matan, and is
Director of Community Education at the Pardes Institute. Rav
Alex moved to Israel from the UK
in 1991. With semikha from the
Israeli Chief Rabbinate following
several years of study at Yeshivat
Har Etzion, Rav Alex holds degrees
from London School of Economics, the Institute of Education, London, and Bar
Ilan University. His second book, "II Kings — In a Whirlwind" (Maggid, 2019)
was recently published to great acclaim. Rav Alex is a popular lecturer at Jewish
communities and campuses worldwide. See his shiurim at www.alexisrael.org.

tions of the manna with which God sustained them in the
desert, and numerous narratives related to their need for
water. But the sukkot in which God ostensibly sheltered
them throughout their forty-year sojourn get nary a mention. If the holiday of Sukkot is about us reliving the desert

The Message of
the Midbar

experience, why is dwelling in sukkot the mitzva chosen to
accomplish this, rather than perhaps a mitzva to eat some
representation of manna, for example?
Both Rav Mordechai Breuer in his book, Pirkei Mo’adot

RABBANIT DENA FREUNDLICH

T

(p. 570-581) and Rabbi Michael Berger in his article “The
Mo’adim of Parshat Emor,” note a fascinating feature

he Torah clearly informs us the reason why God

about Sukkot that helps to answer this question. They

commands us to dwell in sukkot for one week

point out that even without the mitzva of sukka, the Jews

every year:

would have been in sukkot at this time of year. It is z’man

 למען ידעו דורותיכם. . . "בסוכות תשבו שבעת ימים
כי בסוכות הושבתי את בני ישראל בהוציאי אותם מארץ
”.מצרים

ha’asif, the time to harvest and gather in produce, and

“You shall dwell in booths seven days . . . so that

erence to these agricultural booths. For example, in his

your generations may know that I housed the

description of the desolation that has come upon the

even the non-Jews erected temporary shelters in their
fields so as to be near their crops during this critical
period. Several pesukim in Nevi’im Achronim make ref-

Children of Israel in booths when I brought them

land due to the people’s iniquity, Yishayahu laments that

out of the land of Egypt” (Lev.23:42-3).

“ — ונותרה בת ציון כסוכה בכרםThe daughter of Zion is left
like a shelter in a vineyard” (1:8). The image is that of the

In other words, the purpose is for us to recreate for

temporary sukkot that all farmers erected in their vine-

ourselves Bnei Yisrael’s desert experience, and in partic-

yards at the commencement of z’man ha’asif and then

ular, to recall the manner in which God housed and pro-

abandoned when the in-gathering period came to an end.

tected us throughout those forty years.“
God chose the sukka to become the medium through
It’s quite strange, then, that in all of the descriptions of

which we recreate the desert experience because by

the Jews’ encampment in the midbar, never once are we

declaring the purpose of these temporary structures,

told that they lived in sukkot. There are extensive descrip-

“so that your generations may know that I housed the
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Children of Israel in booths when I brought them out of
the land of Egypt,” God transforms Benei Yisrael’s agri-

Why do we Celebrate
Simchat Torah on
Shemini Atzeret ?

cultural huts into symbols of the sukkot of the midbar.
God converts the very booths that could have become
a symbol of Man’s hard-earned wealth and mastery over
nature into a symbol of the exact opposite — Man’s
dependence upon God. As we leave these sukkot every
morning to gather the crops over which we have toiled,

R AV DAVID BROF SK Y

it is as if we are walking out of the sukkot of the midbar to

A

collect the manna. The crops that we are now gathering
are as much from the hand of God as the manna in the
desert.

Even in modern times, both on the
personal level and on the national
level — I cannot help but think of
the Six-Day War — God sends us
messages, often in the most subtle
and ingenious of ways through the
very medium that could potentially
blind us to Him. Exactly when we
think we are entirely in control,
really He is there right beside us,
playing an active role all along

fter observing the festival of Sukkot for seven days,
dwelling in the sukka and taking the arba minim
each day, the Torah instructs that the eighth day,

known as “Shemini Atzeret,” should be observed as a

We are no longer living in

Yom Tov (Num. 29:35-38). Unlike Pesach, which is cele-

an agricultural society and

brated for seven days, the Festival of Sukkot is extended

thus may not be sensitive

an additional day, and Shemini Atzeret is observed on the

to the brilliant transforma-

eighth day. Why is there an “extra” day of Sukkot? What is

tion that God performed

the nature of this additional day?

upon the farmers’ huts.
However, even in modern

The Talmud suggests that the different korbanot offered

times, both on the personal

on Sukkot and Shemini Atzeret may explain the differ-

level and on the national

ence between these two days. On the one hand, the

level — I cannot help but

“parei hachag,” the seventy bulls brought on Sukkot, which

think of the Six-Day War —

correspond to the seventy nations of the world, highlight

God sends us messages,

the universal theme of Sukkot. On the other hand, the

often in the most subtle

single bull brought as a korban on Shemini Atzeret, points

and ingenious of ways,

to a more particular theme. This led the Gemara to teach

through the very medium

the following parable:

that could potentially blind
us to Him. Exactly when

R. Elazar taught: The seventy bulls [of Sukkot]

we think we are entirely in

correspond to the seventy nations of the world.

control, really He is there right beside us, playing an active

What is the purpose of the lone bull [of Shemini

role all along.

Atzeret]? It corresponds to the lone nation. It is
like a parable of a king who said to his servants,

Rabbanit Dena Freundlich
teaches Gemara and Halakha at
Midreshet Lindenbaum as well as
coordinating our new Matmidot
Scholars program. She made
aliya in the summer of 2010 from
Teaneck, NJ, where she served
as Talmud Department Chair at
Ma’ayanot Yeshiva High School for
Girls. She holds a BA in Biology
and Jewish Studies from Yeshiva
University’s Stern College for Women, an MA in Bible from the Bernard Revel
Graduate School, and was a member of the first graduating class of Yeshiva
University's Graduate Program for Advanced Talmudic Studies (GPATS).

“Make for me a great feast.” On the last day, he
said to his lover, “Make for me a small feast so
that I may derive pleasure from you" (Sukka 55b).
Rashi (Num. 29:36) offers a similar understanding: "This
is language of affection, like children departing from their
father. He says, ‘Your departure is difficult for me. Delay
it one more day.’
Chizkuni (Lev. 23:36) also views Shemini Atzeret as a
celebration of the relationship between God and the
Jewish people, adding:
This is a parable to a king whose children came
to visit him. The first time the king asked, “When
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is rooted in the mitzva of hak’hel (Deut.
31:11-12), during which the king would
read the Torah to the nation upon the
completion of the shemita year. Others
attempt to relate Simchat Torah to the
ancient celebration of the simchat beit
haSho’eva, Hoshana Rabba, and even
to Yom Kippur, upon which, according
to tradition, the second Tablets were
given to Moshe. These explanations
see no inherent connection between
Shemini Atzeret and Simchat Torah.
will you return to me?” They told him, “In fifty

We might suggest, however, it is most

days.” He said, “Go in peace.” The second time

appropriate to observe Simchat Torah, which celebrates

he asked, “When will you return?” They said, “In

the Torah, God’s special gift given exclusively to the

four months,” and he told them, “Go in peace.”

Jewish people, on Shemini Atzeret, the "extra" day set

The third time, they told him, “We cannot

aside to commemorate the unique, particular relation-

return for seven months.” The king said, “If that

ship between God and the Jewish people.

is the case, please stay with me one more day
so I can enjoy your company, since you will be

Rav David Brofsky teaches
Gemara and Halakha at Midreshet
Lindenbaum, and holds a B.A. and
M.A. in Medieval Jewish History
from Yeshiva University, and semikha
from the Chief Rabbinate of Israel.
He learned and taught at Yeshivat
Har Etzion and writes a weekly
halakha shiur for the Yeshivat Har
Etzion Virtual Beit Midrash (VBM).
Rav Brofsky is the author of "Hilkhot
Tefilla: A Comprehensive Guide to the Laws of Daily Prayer; Hilkhot Moadim:
Understanding the Laws of Festivals; and Hilkhot Avelut: Understanding the
Laws of Mourning. He lives in Alon Shevut with his wife Mali, and four children.

so delayed for so long.” For this reason, there is
no atzeret for the Jews on Pesach, for they return
on Shavuot. And there is no atzeret on
Shavuot, for they will return on Sukkot. But on
Sukkot, when they will not return again until
Pesach, God delays them one day.
Chizkuni explains that God wishes to spend one final day,
before the long winter void of festivals, alone with His nation.

God wishes to spend one final

The final day of Sukkot,

day, before the long winter void of

pora and the eighth day in

festivals, alone with His nation.

the ninth day in the DiasEretz Yisrael, is known as
Simchat Torah. On Simchat

Throwing It All Away

Torah, the final parasha of the Torah, Vezot HaBerakha, is
read, and the congregation celebrates the completion of
another Torah cycle. After dancing with the sifrei Torah

R A B B A NI T S A L LY M AY E R

for the seven hakafot, the Torah is read at night and again

W

during the day. The Torah is completed during the aliya of
the chatan Torah, and then begun anew during the aliya
of the chatan Bereishit. This practice developed toward
the end of the Geonic period.

hen I was a little girl, I remember walking down to
tashlikh at the stream not far from where my
extended family gathered every year for Rosh

Hashana. I loved the idea of just saying a few words and
throwing all of our sins away. I even had the (common)

Why was the last day of Sukkot chosen as the day to

misconception that we were supposed to physically

rejoice with the Torah? R. Yitzchak Abarbanel (VaYakhel)

throw something into the water, so I happily tossed in

suggests that the celebration of Simchat Torah on Sukkot

bread… or pebbles.
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The true custom of tashlikh is to congregate near a body

Hashem’s unity to the world, and the river subsides so

of water and to recite pesukim from sefer Micha and

that Avraham can continue on his path.

Tehilim, and in fact we are not allowed to feed the fish
and certainly not pick up pebbles. The key verses in

This story adds a new

Micha (7:18-20) state:

dimension to Avraham’s

In addition to calling upon the

sacrifice: not only was he

merit of Avraham as he made

“Who is a God like You, Who forgives sins and

willing to offer his beloved

passes over transgressions for the remnant of

son Yitzchak as a korban,

ultimate sacrifices, we might

His heritage? He does not hold on forever to His

but he was willing to give

also consider where in our

anger, for He desires mercy. He will return and

his own life as well on the

have mercy upon us, He will suppress our sins;

way to fulfill Hashem’s com-

lives we can make smaller

and You shall cast into the depths of the ocean

mand. And if our tashlikh

sacrifices for the sake of

all their sins.”

takes place at a stream

following Hashem’s mitzvot .

in order to remind us of
But how could this minhag possibly accomplish what

Avraham and the stream

we think it does? Real repentance means a process of

he encountered on his way to sacrifice Yitzchak, then we

introspection, identifying where we need to improve and

can connect it to the main mitzva of Rosh Hashana: sound-

resolving to do better. We don’t believe in magical for-

ing the shofar. According to the Talmud (Rosh Hashana

mulas and simplistic shortcuts. Do we really have two

16a), by using the shofar, we invoke Akeidat Yitzchak and

options — either a searching process of real repentance,

beg Hashem for mercy in the merit of Avraham, who was

or a few verses mumbled by a stream, breadcrumbs

willing to sacrifice his son.

optional? What is tashlikh really all about?
Perhaps tashlikh is meant to send the same message:
The earliest mention of this custom is by an early

We go to a body of water and ask Hashem to ignore

15th-century Rishon known as the Mahari”l, Rav Yaakov

(“throw away”) our sins in the merit of Avraham, who was

ben Moshe Molin. As the inspiration for this minhag, he

willing to sacrifice himself in the water for Hashem’s sake.

cites the Midrash Tanchuma (Vayera 22), which relates

In addition to calling upon the merit of Avraham as he

the following story: When Hashem commanded Avraham

made ultimate sacrifices, we might also consider where

Avinu to offer his son Yitzchak as a sacrifice, father and

in our lives we can make smaller sacrifices for the sake of

son reached the mountain on the third day of traveling.

following Hashem’s mitzvot.

Why did such a short distance take so long? The midrash
answers that the Satan appeared in front of Avraham

The shofar is a motif not only of the akeida, but is

and Yitzchak as a great river blocking their path. Unde-

also present at the coronation of a king, as seen in

terred, the two walked

Melakhim I:1 and in many verses in malkhuyot in musaf

This story adds a new dimension

into the river. When the

of Rosh Hashana. Where does a coronation take place?

to Avraham’s sacrifice: not only

water level rose to Avra-

Rav Shmuel Schwartz points out in his sefer, Penei Ha-

ham’s neck, he looked

Mayim, that according to the Talmud (Horayot 12a), we

was he willing to offer his beloved

up to the heavens and

must anoint a king near a spring! This is done to sym-

son Yitzchak as a korban, but he

cried out, “Master of the

bolize that his kingship will continue, as in Melakhim I:1,

World, You chose me and

when David commands that his servants bring his son

was willing to give his own life

revealed Yourself to me…

Shlomo down to the Gichon spring and anoint him there

as well on the way to fulfill

You commanded me to

as king, blow the shofar, and call out, “May King Shlomo

offer my son Yitzchak as

live!” So our walk to the stream takes on further meaning,

an offering, and I did not

reminding us both of Avraham’s great sacrifice and the

hesitate; I am doing Your

idea of crowning Hashem as king.

Hashem’s command.

bidding…..if I or my son
Yitzchak should drown, who will keep Your word, who

Tashlikh, like the mitzva of shofar, is then directed both

will declare the unity of Your Name?” Immediately,

inward and outward: We want to “remind” Hashem of the

Hashem swears that Avraham will be the one to declare

zekhut of Avraham and Yitzchak at the same time as we
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remind ourselves of Hashem’s majesty, and therefore
redouble our commitment to casting away our sinful practices and following His will, as Avraham did.
When we go to the ocean, the stream, or the pond this
Rosh Hashana, may we be inspired by the example of
Avraham and Yitzchak to rededicate ourselves to following Hashem, our King, and may we merit the fulfillment
of the pasuk, “…and You shall cast all of their sins into the
depths of the ocean.”
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